Amazing Bangkok, Phuket and Phi Phi Thailand Package

Day 1:
Meet and Greet at Bangkok Airport. Transfer from airport to Hotel. Relax at hotel.

Day 2:
Breakfast at hotel. Visit Bangkok City and Temples Tour (This tour brings you to the most distinguished temples in Bangkok. Wat Trimitr, the Temple of the Golden Buddha the statue of Buddha is made rom solid gold weighting 5.5 tons). Continue to Grand Palace (This is a "must" or every visitor to Bangkok, for the Grand Place Complex, which includes the Temple of The Emerald Buddha (Wat Phra Keow) is unquestionably one of the wonders of the world today. Within its enormous grounds is the most exotic Buddhist temple and at the heart of the temple itself is a fabulous Buddha image, carved from one piece jade, which is the holiest and most revered of religious objects in Thailand today).
Lunch at Thai Restaurant:
Evening with Dinner Cruise (A beautiful night dinner cruise on The Choaphaya River. A luxury Thai-Style boat restaurant with Thai Food & Seafood and beverage delight accompanies by Thai Classical Music. You will enjoy a pleasant atmosphere with our charming and friendly hospitable services. Come a long and explore the Siam culinary experience on water. After an exciting day of travel keep the rest of your time for relaxation with our fine tradition service). Overnight at hotel.

Day 3:
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer from hotel to Bangkok Airport, fly to Phuket Island. Arrive Phuket Airport, then transfer to hotel. Relax at hotel. Evening with International buffet dinner. After dinner, entertain with Phuket Fantasea (Fantasy of a Kingdom is the ultimate in Las Vegas-styled show that infuses Thai culture with magical illusions, 4-Dimensional effects, aerial ballet, acrobatics, pyrotechnics, special effects, elephant circus (featuring over 30 elephants) are all stunt into one unique and unforgettable theatrical masterpiece guaranteed to thrill and delight visitors of all and nationalities). Transfer back to hotel.

Day 4:
Breakfast at the hotel. Visit Phang Nga Bay, this tour takes you across Phuket Island to the mainland where we board the boat to the unique sheer sided limestone islands in the famous Phang Nga Bay. Enroute we visit the James Bond Island, Nail Island, Grotto Caves and a Sea Gypsy Village before continuing on to Phang Nga Valley for lunch). Lunch Included. Overnight at hotel.
Day 5:
Breakfast at hotel. Phi Phi Island Tour with lunch by cruise. Depart from Port and experience the morning cruise and enjoy the facilities on board. (Phi Phi Island is located just 48 km to the east of Phuket, off the western coastline of Southern Thailand in the Andaman Sea. It is renowned worldwide for its natural scenic beauty with silver sand beaches fringed with palm trees, towering limestone cliffs and hills full of lush greenery. Offshore, a bank of coral reefs provide an unequal glimpse of marine life whilst spots such as the historic "Viking cave" add a fascinating dimension to exploration. Lunch on the island. Evening transfer back to hotel.

Day 6:
Breakfast at hotel. Free and easy on the beach. Fly back to Bangkok late afternoon. Arrive at Bangkok airport, transfer to hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

Day 7:
Breakfast at hotel. Transfer from hotel to Bangkok airport for departure.

Package Includes
1. Accommodation
2. Daily breakfast
3. Transportation from airport - hotel - airport
4. Air ticket roundtrip Bangkok - Phuket - Bangkok
5. Three lunches and two dinners
6. Tour programs as indicated in the itinerary
7. English speaking tour guide